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When the sixteen year old daughter of a prominent attorney is raped in a woodshed and a logger found shot
the next morning, Deputy Sheriff Reuger London becomes embroiled in a war between environmentalists,
the Ojibwa Indians fighting for their timber rights, and the ruthless son of a powerful logger. Ben Johnson is
the biggest logger in the Northwoods and his son Cliff will soon take over the business. Logging is dying a
slow death from environmental restrictions and all that’s left are the scrub firs and jackpine. But far up in the
Boundary Waters of Northern Minnesota are trees called the Old Pines. These three hundred year Norwegian
pines are priceless and Johnson Timber wants them. A radical leader of Earth First, Tom Jorde, will do
anything to stop the logging in the Boundary Waters. Then another logger is murdered and Jorde is
implicated. The town pressures Reuger to stop the environmentalist and arrest an Indian, Tommy Toboken,
for the rape of the girl. Tommy had saved his life once before and Reuger knows he is being setup. When he
falls in love with the lawyer brought to town to defend Tom Jorde and realizes Johnson Timber is going to
log out the Federally protected trees, Reuger is torn between old loyalties and what is right. (William
Hazelgrove)
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From reader reviews:

Valerie Hemming:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content.
As you may know that book is very important usually. The book Jack Pine seemed to be making you to
know about other information and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you.
The e-book Jack Pine is not only giving you a lot more new information but also being your friend when you
truly feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship using the
book Jack Pine. You never feel lose out for everything should you read some books.

Trisha Sherman:

This book untitled Jack Pine to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that's because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this particular book in
the book retailer or you can order it by using online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes
you easier to read this book, as you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this book from your list.

Leonard Bartow:

The book Jack Pine has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
benefit. The book was written by the very famous author. The writer makes some research ahead of write
this book. This specific book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this article book.

Sylvia Kirby:

This Jack Pine is brand new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information mainly
because it relief your hunger info. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or you who
still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Jack Pine can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this specific book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books produce itself in the form
that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in reserve form make
them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a reserve especially
this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss the item! Just
read this e-book type for your better life in addition to knowledge.
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